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CHALLENGE
the

STATUS QUO

“

Fabral® on INDUSTRIAL

Rethink Metal

Industrial buildings are designed with
function in mind, and designing with
the right materials is critical. Metal
building envelopes provide a productive
environment while promoting regional
architectural design. Fabral® systems
help bring a vision to life.

As the leader in metal building
envelope solutions, Fabral® systems
have been specified for projects in
every commercial building segment.
Providing solutions for buildings and
firms worldwide is our business.

Electronic Theatre Controls, Middleton, WI, USA

“

Projects

Relish a Challenge

You challenge us. And we like it.
Your vision for a building and what you want to
achieve makes us think harder. It’d be easy to say “That won’t work.” Instead we go with - “Let’s see
what we can do.” As the leaders in metal building
envelope solutions, we push the envelope.
`

We like it when you bring us a problem because we
know we’ll find the solution. We have the products,
the manufacturing and the know-how. We offer
everything you need for the total building envelope
solution. At our core, we relish a challenge.

Fabral.com
800.884.4484

CORE

™
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Electronic Theater Control
Middleton WI, USA
Erdman Development Group

Honda Transmission Manufacturing
Russel Point OH, USA

Self Storage
New Orleans LA, USA

C.E. Storage Building
Lincoln NE, USA

4.0 Wine Cellar
Fredericksburg TX, USA
Mustard Design/Architecture & Planning

USAF Storage Building
Ascension Island
British Overseas Territories, UK

Allegan Water Treatment Plant
Allegan MI, USA
Hubbell, Roth & Clark, Inc.
Merchandise Warehouse
Indianapolis IN, USA
Insert Architects Name

INDUSTRIAL
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Project Details
• What started out as a small-concept tasting room for three
collaborating Texas Wineries, transformed into something
much grander in this modern winery
• 3,100 square feet of Hefti-Rib® was utilized for the walls
and 7,700 square feet of Thin Seam was applied to the roof

Product Details
Hefti-Rib®

HEFTI
36"

CL

7.2"

THIN SEAM

1 1/2"

PAINTED SIDE

CL

Thin Seam

A. HEFTI PANEL
B. STITCH SCREW,#14X7/8 LAP SCREW
C. SEALANT (FIELD APPLIED) *
D. ATTACHMENT SCREW TO SUBSTRATE
(1) INTO STEEL #12X1 SELF DRILLER
(2) INTO WOOD #9X1 TYPE "A"
* OPTIONAL

DRINK IT IN

Color Details

4.0 Wine Cellar
Fredericksburg TX, USA
4.0 Wine Cellar required space for a tasting room, outdoor pavilion and wine storage facility. Durable, unmodified
materials such as stone, wood and metal were used to reflect a “Texas Modern” design. An expansive roof, visible
from a nearby highway, demanded high performance material that would limit reflection to drivers. Fabral® Thin
Seam and Hefti-Rib® metal panels in slate gray, actualized both function and creativity.

Fabral® custom color, Musket Gray was chosen
for the roof to limit the reflection to nearby
highway drivers. Standard color, Charcoal was
chosen to complement the color of the roof and
add to the modern feel of the design.

1 3/4"

4.0 Wine Cellar, Fredericksburg TX, USA

12", 16" or 18" COVERAGE

On the building itself,
high-efficiency glazing
Fabral® Hefti-Rib®
panels offer a 7.2” rib
pitch, which allows
the best strength-toweight ratio available
on the market.
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Musket Gray

and the increased
insulation from the
Fabral® metal envelope
helps the building to
stay tightly insulated
from outside elements.

Charcoal
INDUSTRIAL
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Project Details
• Metal wall panels serve as a rainscreen system, protecting
the building for unprecedented energy efficiency
• Corrugated steel applied to the wall adds to the
contemporary design

Product Details

THIN SEAM

1 3/4"

Thin Seam

12", 16" or 18" COVERAGE

7/8” Corrugated

7/8" CORRUGATED
32"

Allegan Water Treatment Plant, Allegan MI, USA

Color Details

Allegan Water Treatmant Plant
Allegan MI, USA

PAINTED SIDE

Posi-Lock Soffit

7/8"

SMART BUILDING

2.667"

.791

.791

.271

.105

.697

.271

POSI-LOCK SOFFIT PANEL
1.054

The Allegan Water Treatmant Plant is a skillful blend of design and function. The plant was crafted to fit within
the surrounding residential setting. Durability and easy maintenance remained on the forefront. Fabral® Thin
Seam panels cover the roof and 7/8” Corrugated panels span the exterior walls. Both were selected for their low
maintenance properties and overall strength. Fabral® Solar SSR™ panels were also integrated for sustainability.

R.375

1.054

A. 7/8" CORRUGATED
B. STITCH SCREW,#14X7/8 LAP SCREW
C. SEALANT (FIELD APPLIED) *
D. ATTACHMENT SCREW TO SUBSTRATE
(1) INTO STEEL #12X1 SELF DRILLER
(2) INTO WOOD #9X1 TYPE "A"
* OPTIONAL

Old Town Gray
14"
4 9/16"

3/8"

Medium Bronze
One of the most
widely specified,
classic standing seam
designs, Thin Seam is
an engineered highperformance, snap
-together panel.
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Fabral® 7/8”
Corrugated panel is
known for it’s economy,
ease of installation
and low maintenance
properties.

Dark Bronze

INDUSTRIAL
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Project Details
• 328,000 square foot building
• 200 sqs of Select Series® 12 panels in 22 ga were applied
as a rainscreen system
• Accents of colored 7/8” Corrugated panels traverse the
exterior of the building

Product Details
Select Series® 12

SELECT SERIES 12

1 1/2"

12"

7/8” Corrugated
Electronic Theater Controls, Middleton WI, USA

Color Details

Electronic Theatre Controls
Middleton WI, USA
As one of the world’s leading entertainment and architectural lighting manufacturers, innovation is synonymous
with Electronic Theater Controls. Fabral® Select Series® 12 panels were applied as a rainscreen system. Accents of
colored corrugated panels traverse the exterior. Free-standing metal sculptures mirror the effect. The components
demonstrate a unique approach to using metal as a design element.

7/8" CORRUGATED
A. SELECT SERIES 12
B. SEALANT (FACTORY APPLIED) *
C. ATTACHMENT SCREW TO SUBSTRATE
(1) INTO STEEL #12X1 SELF DRILLER
(2) INTO WOOD #9X1 TYPE "A"

* OPTIONAL TO EXCLUDE

Fabral® standard color, Bright Silver adds solar
reflective properties, reducing the amount of
heat absorbed by the structure.

32"
2.667"

PAINTED SIDE

7/8"

LIGHTING THE WAY

.791
.791

.271

.105

.697

.271

1.054

As a rainscreen, Select
Series® metal panels
provide a breathable
membrane to keep
moisture from getting
trapped inside the
wall. This allows for
better energy efficiency
and indoor air quality,
crucial for industrial
environments.
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R.375

1.054

A. 7/8" CORRUGATED
B. STITCH SCREW,#14X7/8 LAP SCREW
C. SEALANT (FIELD APPLIED) *
D. ATTACHMENT SCREW TO SUBSTRATE
(1) INTO STEEL #12X1 SELF DRILLER
(2) INTO WOOD #9X1 TYPE "A"
* OPTIONAL

Bright Silver
If you’re looking for
design versatility
and a bolder look,
Corrugated Panels are
a great option. They’re
perfect for interior or
exterior uses and can
add aesthetic appeal.

INDUSTRIAL
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You challenge us.
And we like it.
Your vision for a building and what you want to
achieve makes us think harder. It’d be easy to say “That won’t work.” Instead we go with - “Let’s see
what we can do.” As the leading provider of metal for
building envelope solutions, we push the envelope.

System Support
Education
Project Consulting
Technical Support
Customer Care

We like it when you bring us a problem because we
know we’ll find the solution. We have the products,
the manufacturing and the know-how. We offer
everything you need for the total building envelope
solution. At our core, we relish a challenge.

To learn more contact us at 800.884.4484
or Fabral.com.

Education
We've got the knowledge
and know-how to
bring your vision to
life. Through hands-on
seminars and webbased classes, we can
help you achieve your
vision for a building.
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Project
Consulting

Technical
Support

Customer
Care

We’re called the
“Masters of Metal” for
a reason. We work with
you to guide you through
each phase of your
project from design to
spec and completion.

Your idea for a building
and what you want to
achieve challenges us.
Bring us your ideas
and our engineers will
find a way to make
them work.

Have a question? Need
a quote? Our Customer
Care team is there when
you need them, expertly
trained to answer your
questions.

INDUSTRIAL
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